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Our Fall Swap Meet last month was a success. Attendance was not as good as I would have liked, but
we had 29 people sign in, and I’m sure there were some who did not sign the sheet. This is up about
30% from last year. We had a few collectors from Texas, and Kansas, but not as many out-of –the area
members as we usually have. There was plenty of equipment available. I think everyone came away
with some different items from what they came with, and there were plenty of bargains in the auctions.
Everything went smoothly, and we were out of the building in time to see most of the OU/Texas game.
Thanks to all who attended, and a special “Thank You” to those who helped make it a success. There
are some photos of the meet attached.
On November 14th thru 16th is the annual VRPS convention in Mesquite, TX, at the Hampton Inn
Convention Center. (The same location as previous years). This is one of the largest radio meets in the
country, and it’s right here in our area, so everyone should try to attend. In the past, I’ve given you a
big write up of all the events, but they are fairly similar every year, so I won’t repeat myself. I believe
the theme for this year’s contest is RCA. If you need details drop me a line. I hope to see many of you
there.
This month’s monthly meeting will be on November 8th at 6 PM at the Hometown Buffet. I cannot
recall that a topic was selected for the meeting, so let’s make it a fairly general topic. Everyone should
bring something of interest to the meeting. It can be something just acquired, something that is
unusual, something that is a favorite, or something in the middle of restoration. So, there is no excuse
to come empty handed. And of course you can bring several items if you would like. Don’t forget the
donation auction! The business to be conducted at the meeting will be about the Christmas party. We
still need someone to host it in their home. Hopefully a volunteer will come forward. See you at the
meeting!
The OKVRC Monthly Breakfast will be held at 8:30 AM, Wednesday morning, Nov. 5, 2008,
at the new Denny’s just off of I-40 and the Douglas exit on Douglas Blvd. The address of the
restaurant is 3130 S. Douglas Blvd., Oklahoma City, OK 73150
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Report for the OKVRC Swap Meet of October 11, 2008
The fall 2008 OKVRC Convention and Swap attracted about sixty club members and guests to the
Midwest City Community Center.
There were three rows of sale tables set up, offering a wide selection of sets for sale, ranging in age
from the early twenties to the mid sixties. Also for up for grabs were speakers for twenties-era radios,
tubes, electronic parts, and radio-related books and literature. There was also some empty cabinets
from thirties cathedral and tombstone radios, available if one had a matching chassis. The number of
silent auction items was small, as everyone was saving their items for the main auction.
The main auction offered a number of radios, including two floor models, a Stromberg-Carlson from
about 1941 and an unusual Bush-Hale console from the early-AC era, around 1927-1928. There were
also some parts, junk sets, a large reel-to-reel tape recorder, some test equipment, a Muntz four-track
stereo tape system from the mid-sixties (complete with tapes) and even some contemporary electronics.
Everything sold for very reasonable prices, and almost everyone who stayed for the auction took
something home. There was no contest this time, in order to allow everyone to get home in time for the
OU-Texas game.
Thanks to everyone who made the trip, particularly to those who traveled from out of state. Hope to see
you at the Hometown Buffet on November 8th for our next regular club meeting and dinner!
Jim Tyrrell, Secretary, OKVRC

The Oklahoma Vintage Radio Collectors (OKVRC) publishes the Broadcast News monthly for the presentation of historical
information and enjoyment of club members and friends. Articles on subjects of interest to radio collectors, news of club
activities, and restoration information are always welcome. Articles should be sent to the Broadcast News Editor, c/o
OKVRC, PO BOX 50625, Midwest City, OK 73140-5625 or e-mailed RXRADIO@AOL.COM. Unless otherwise noted,
articles can be reprinted freely, as long as proper credit and reference is given. Electronic copy of articles can be obtained
from the editor of Broadcast News.
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MEMBERSHIP:
OKVRC Membership is $15.00 per year. You are invited to join us in our celebration of Vintage Radio by sending your
check to OKVRC, PO BOX 50625, Midwest City, OK, 73140-5625.
As a service to OKVRC members, the month of your membership expiration date is printed on the mailing label. Below is a
sample label:

Expires 10/09
John Q. Collector
1234 SW 56th Street
Choctaw, OK 73123-1234
If your expiration date is highlighted, your membership has expired and you are in jeopardy of being dropped from the
Broadcast News distribution list.

Remembering W.C. Fields by Sherry Cowden
Like Mae West, W.C. Fields' entertainment persona was a carefully cultivated creation that was based on his
real personality. He really did have a problem with drink -- "Always carry a flagon of whiskey in case of
snakebite, and furthermore always carry a small snake." He was difficult to get along with -- "I am free of all
prejudices.....I hate everyone equally." And he actually did (mostly) disdain small humans -- when asked if he
liked children, he said, "Ah, yes.....boiled or fried" (a variation on this: "with mustard").
Perhaps the roots of his disgruntlement lay in a difficult childhood, although such a scenario is hard to pin
down. Fields reinvented his childhood from time to time. By some accounts, he had a horrible life as a child;
others indicate it was a fairly happy one. What is known is that he was born William Claude Dukenfield
January 29, 1880 near Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to James and Kate Dukenfield, and he was the oldest of five
children. His father was an 1857 immigrant from England, variously described as a Cockney and again as a
descendant of those to the manor born. On the U.S. Census of 1860 James Dukenfield's trade is listed as
"baker;" in 1870 as "huckster." Some stories have the young William Claude quitting school after four years to
help his father sell vegetables from a horse drawn cart. In this narrative, W.C. runs away from home at age 11
after his alcoholic father hit him over the head with a shovel. He sleeps in ditches and steals food and clothing,
for which he endures beatings and jailings. He hangs around pool halls and burlesque houses and at age 13
becomes an accomplished pool hustler and juggler. But other renditions have his family supporting his show
business aspirations, seeing him off on the train when he leaves home as a teenager to join the vaudeville
circuit, and his father is welcomed as a visitor when Fields appeared in music halls in England. His father did
seem to be a drinker and a frustrated singer, who after a few beers made his family listen to his renditions of
sentimental songs. This is said to have engendered in W.C. Fields a lifelong hatred of music. Carlotta Monti,
his companion for his final 14 years, remembered that Fields once hit her with his cane when she began
humming. He learned his trademark manner of making remarks in snide muttered asides from his mother, who
would greet passing neighbors and, once they were gone, mimic them to her children.
At any rate, he did begin his show business career at an early age. By 1893 he was juggling at Fortesque's Pier
in Atlantic City, drawing in crowds when things were slow by faking drowning and being "saved" by a
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comrade. By 18 he had added comedy to his juggling act and was traveling the vaudeville circuit, billed as
"The Distinguished Comedian." It was during this period that he began opening bank accounts in different
cities under assumed and outrageous names, a practice that caused some consternation after his death when the
executors of his will tried to locate them all. He constantly worked on improving his act and in his 20's became
a headliner in Europe as well as the United States, appearing at the Palace in London and the Folies-Bergere in
France. He was billed as an "eccentric juggler," made up as a tramp in a shabby tuxedo. He juggled unusual
articles like hats and cigar boxes. He performed in pantomime to accommodate language differences in his
international bookings, but once back home, he began to add some patter to his act in order to get more laughs.
He appeared on Broadway in the The Ham Tree and in the Ziegfeld Follies, George White's Scandals, and Earl
Carroll's Vanities. He added golf and billiards bits to his act, utilizing a trick pool table of his own design. He
made his first movie short, Pool Sharke, in 1915. He was a huge hit in Broadway's 1923 musical Poppy,
playing the "larcenous snake-oil peddler" Eustace McGargle. D.W. Griffith made it into a movie, Sally of the
Sawdust, in 1925. Fields scored again on Broadway as Q.Q. Quayle in Ballyhoo in 1930.
On April 8, 1900, Fields had married a chorus girl, Harriet "Hattie" Hughes. She joined him as his juggling
assistant until she became pregnant and Fields sent her home to await the arrival of their son, William Claude
Fields, Jr., born on July 18, 1904. Hattie retired from the stage to become a housewife, but Field's life of
constant touring kept him from establishing a family life. Hattie kept pressuring him to stay home and embrace
a more stable occupation, but he was unwilling to give up his successful career, and in 1907 the couple
separated. Their relationship remained contentious, but they never divorced. (He thoroughly disliked his
mother-in-law as well, and used to annoy her by coming to dinner with a lighted candle atop his head,
seemingly oblivious to its existence.) He continued to support his wife and son, and a lengthy correspondence
is preserved, in which she complains about not having enough money and he counters by grousing that she asks
for too much. He kept up both the correspondence, the complaining, and the begrudging financial assistance
until his death. Much of this exchange is published in his grandson Ronald Fields' book, "W.C. Fields by
Himself" (1973). This book also contains a collection of drawings by Fields, who was an accomplished
cartoonist. Although he saw little of him, and despite his dislike of children, Fields appeared to have loved his
son and then his grandchildren. He is reported to have had another son in 1917 with a girl friend, Bessie Poole.
In the early 1930's Fields appeared in several Mack Sennett short subject films, including the classic That Fatal
Glass of Beer. Paramount began making feature films with him and by 1934 he was a major movie star. He
went on to make many lucrative movies for that studio. His movies often included bits from his stage career.
His characterizations were usually those of a bumbling, irascible, tippling curmudgeon who disliked women
("Women are like elephants -- they are interesting to look at, but I wouldn't like to own one"), children,
neighbors, and holidays. If the script called for a family, it was always the most dysfunctional imaginable. He
often wrote all or most of his movies, usually under eccentric pseudonyms like Otis Criblecoblis (containing the
scrambled word "scribble"), Mahatma Kane Jeeves ("my hat, my cane, Jeeves"), and Charles Bogle. He also
played con men of various stripes, distracting his 'marks' with long-winded tales ("Whilst traveling through the
Andes Mountains, we lost our corkscrew. Had to live on food and water for several days!") The plots, as
described by a studio executive, often consisted of "an ugly old man, an ugly old woman, and a brat of a child. .
. [Field's character's] main purpose seemed to be to break as many rules as possible and cause the maximum
amount of trouble for everybody." Like his bank accounts and writing pseudonyms, his movie characters had
unusual names like Larson E. ("larceny") Whipsnake (You Can't Cheat An Honest Man), Ambrose Wolfinger
(Man On the Flying Trapeze), Egbert Souse (pronounced soo-zay, but another word for drunk -- in The Bank
Dick), and The Great McGonigle (The Old-Fashioned Way). Other now classic films included So's Your Old
Man, Tillie's Punctured Romance, Fools for Luck, If I Had a Million, and Tillie and Gus. Although Fields was
unschooled, he was an avid reader and especially admired author Charles Dickens. He realized an ambition
when he played Mr. Micawber in MGM's adaptation of Dickens' David Copperfield (1935), a role for which he
won critical acclaim.
In his younger days, Fields had been a teetotaler, not wanting to impair his juggling performance. But with
constant touring and association with tippling fellow vaudevillians, he began to develop a fondness for the
sauce. His reputation as a hard drinker provided a wealth of material. He said, "I can't stand water because of
the things fish do in it" and "A man's got to believe in something -- I believe I'll have another drink." In Never
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Give a Sucker an Even Break, he says, "I was in love with a beautiful blonde once, dear. She drove me to drink.
It's the one thing I am indebted to her for." Immediately after America's entrance into World War II, he bought
six cases of gin. When a friend asked why he purchased so many, he said "I think it's going to be a short war."
Despite his virtually continuous drinking, throughout his career he never missed a performance and all his
movies were brought in on time and under budget. On his movie sets, he kept a flask of martinis on hand,
referring to it as his "lemonade." One day a crew member poured out the liquor and put in actual lemonade as a
joke. When Fields tasted the imposter he said, "Who put lemonade in my lemonade?" He once slipped a shot
of gin into Baby LeRoy's baby bottle while making a movie with the tot. Production was stopped for the day
while the toddler sobered up. Perhaps in an attempt to redeem himself, Fields sent money when Baby Leroy's
career stalled and the family found themselves in financial straits. The heavy drinking exacerbated his large red
nose (an inherited characteristic made worse by rosacea) and resulted in some serious health problems.
Nervous and intestinal disorders attributable to his alcoholism finally felled him for an extended period, and his
film career stopped while he attempted a recovery. His last film for Paramount was The Big Broadcast of 1938,
and his health and reputation as a difficult man kept him on hiatus until radio came to his rescue.
While confined to a sanitorium, a nurse (" After two days in the hospital, I took a turn for the nurse") brought in
a radio. At first Fields was offended and was disparaging of the contraption, but after being a captive audience
he joked that he became addicted to radio: "Yes, indeed, my radio and I became so inseparable that I could tell
the time of day by Lum and Abner. It wasn't long before Jack Benny and Bing Crosby meant more to me than
my nearest and dearest kin, yes, I am ashamed to say, more than my dear old father." In 1937, while still
residing in the sanitorium, he was asked to record a piece for a tribute broadcast honoring the film producer
Adolph Zucker. He was already a famous movie star and his raspy drawl (the result of frequent childhood
colds) and humor were well received by the listening audience. He was asked to make a series of appearances
on the new Chase and Sanborn Hour starring Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy. Given his precarious
health, radio seemed an easier route than long days on movie sets, and the money helped tide him over.
Thus began a comedy partnership that is fondly remembered to this day. Charlie McCarthy, the ventriloquist's
dummy, and Fields shared certain characteristics. Jim Harmon ("The Great Radio Comedians") says, "Both
were street urchins who had never fully grown up. Both were irreverent and cynical on the surface, with an
underlying sentimentality." Their manufactured feud ranked alongside the famous Jack Benny/Fred Allen
mock tiff. The jokes typically centered around Fields' jabs at Charlie McCarthy's "wooden" nature, with
Charlie's retorts focusing on Fields' penchant for drink. Fields referred to Charlie in deprecating terms such as
"you termite flophouse," "the woodpecker's snack bar," and "you frustrated hitching post." He called him "a
dead limb on the tree of knowledge" and threatened to "cut you down to a pair of shoe trees" and "sic a beaver
on you" or "throw a Japanese beetle on you." He once offered to turn Charlie into a venetian blind to which the
dummy replied, "That makes me shudder." Charlie countered the woody references with his own jabs at Fields:
"Do you mind if I stand in the shade of your nose?" "Why you barfly, I'll stick a wick in your mouth and rent
you out as an alcohol lamp," "Pink elephants take aspirin to get rid of W.C. Fields," and "Is it true, Mr. Fields,
that when you stood on the corner of Hollywood and Vine, 43 cars waited for your nose to change to green?"
Their encounters always ended with Charlie topping Fields, as in this exchange: Fields -- "Is it true that your
father was a gate-leg table?" Charlie -- "If it is, your father was under it!" Fields regular appearances on the
Bergen/McCarthy show undoubtedly contributed to its success. His contractual obligation for weekly input
ended after five months, but he and Edgar Bergen shared a mutual respect and affection, and he was often
invited back for guest appearances. In 1939, Fields was offered his own program by Lucky Strike. The show
was comprised of sketches written by Fields and it lasted for a year.
Radio caused renewed interest in Fields, and at 59, with his health improved, he renewed his movie career with
Universal Pictures in 1939 and made some of his finest films. His first film with Universal capitalized on the
Fields/Bergen/McCarthy popularity by teaming them in You Can't Cheat an Honest Man. That was followed in
1940 by The Bank Dick and the happy pairing with Mae West in My Little Chickadee. He appeared as himself
(his character's name was The Great Man) in 1941's Never Give a Sucker an Even Break. It was his last starring
role, and as his health once again deteriorated he was confined to making guest star appearances in several more
films over the next few years. In 1940 he wrote a book of satirical campaign speeches, "Fields for President"
("a chickadee in every pot"). He continued to make guest appearances on radio. Shortly before his death, Fields
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recorded a comedy album of his famous skits, including "Temperance Lecture" and "The Day I Drank a Glass
of Water." He was too ill to go to the recording studio, so guitarist and recording producer Les Paul brought the
studio to him. It would be his last performance.
W.C. Fields was such a larger than life character that over the years he has continually been caricatured. On
radio, the character of Horatio K. Boomer on Fibber McGee and Molly was based on Fields. He has been
mimicked in everything from Looney Tunes cartoons to the "W.C. Fritos" character in the corn chips' 1960s
television ads. On television, everyone from Ed McMahon on "The Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson" to
Richard Dawson on "Family Feud" to Britain's Benny Hill have impersonated him. Fields built a career based
on his natural cynicism tempered by a sense of humor, reflected in famous quips like "A thing worth having is
worth cheating for," "Start your day with a smile and get it over with," "The world is getting to be such a
dangerous place, a man is lucky to get out of it alive," "Horse sense is what keeps horses from betting on
people," and, of course, "Never give a sucker an even break." Fields distrusted and even disliked mankind in
general. He had hidden microphones installed along his front walk so he could hear what people said about him
as they left his home. He would obliquely refer to their comments when next he saw them. He would hide out
in the shrubs when tourists were passing by and pepper their legs with BB pellets. Despite his irascible
personality, W.C. Fields maintained a loyal circle of friends, and was a member of a notoriously tight (in both
senses) drinking "club" comprised of John Barrymore, Gregory La Cava, and Gene Fowler.
One of his friends was surprised to "catch" him reading a Bible in his last days. He told them he was "checking
for loopholes." W.C. Fields spent his final 14 months in Las Encinas Sanitorium in Pasadena, California where
his companion Carlotta Monti would go outside and turn the hose on the roof to replicate his favorite sound of
falling rain. Ironically, he died in 1946 from a stomach hemorrhage on the holiday he hated most, Christmas
Day. He was 66. According to one biographer, in his last moments he winked and smiled at his nurse, put his
finger to his lips and died. He reportedly wanted to have the last word by having his grave marker inscribed,
"On the whole, I would rather be in Philadelphia."
Resources: R.J. Fields, W.C. Fields By Himself, 1973; J. Dunning, Tune In Yesterday, 1976; A.F. Wertheim,
Radio Comedy, 1979; J. Harmon, The Great Radio Comedians, 1970; G. Nachman, Raised On Radio, 1998;
websites - www.imbd.com/name/nm0001211/bio; www.wikipedia.org/wiki/W.C._Fields;
www.answers.com/topic/w-c-fields?cat=entertainment.

OKVRC CLASSIFIED ADS
Send all ads to editor OKVRC, Attn: editor, Broadcast News, PO BOX 50625, Midwest City, OK 731405625 Or E-mail directly to RXRADIO@AOL.COM
Advertising policy: Member’s ads are FREE. Small donations will be accepted for non-member’s ads.
WANTED:

Transmitters, Receivers, Ham gear, Boat Anchors Radio, Test Equipment, Tubes, Parts, you name it. Call Tom Laszynski
at (405) 741-1176 or e-mail me at k8jrm@arrl.net.

WANTED: Dial bezel and dial pointer for a E. H. Scott Receiver, Model SLR-H or Navy RBO-2. Also, need
metal Identification plate for a Navy RBO-2 receiver. Contact Tom Laszynski at either
k8jrm@arrl.net or 405.741.1176.
WANTED: Any radio related German items. Especially WWII radios, tubes, and accessories. I'm a buyer also for
Grundig, Telefunken radios and tubes from the 1950-1965 era. Frank Karner (405) 769-4656
fkarner@cox.net
WANTED: I'M YOUR BUYER for tube amplifiers- music, PA, any type! Also amplifier tubes, tube testers, etc. Frank
Karner (405) 769-4656 fkarner@cox.net
WANTED: I need some 6FG6 Tubes (European number is EM84) to get me thru the winter's work. Also need a few 6BR5
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(EM80) tubes. Thanks! Frank Karner fkarner@cox.net (405) 769-4656
Briggs & Stratton (BASCO) radio items: Crystal radio, tube sockets, A-B-C power supplies, boxed parts,
radio advertising and promotional items. Dale Boyce (414)353-0734 or radioman@wi.rr.com
WANTED: Zenith Rotor Wavemagnet box antenna, John Reynolds (405) 590-2716, jhreynolds8787@yahoo.com
WANTED: Bakelite case for Philco Boomerang model 49-501 deco radio. Cracked, nice or restorable...whatever
condition you have! Frank Karner, 12432 Elizabeth Cove, Midwest City, OK. 73130.
E-mail: fkarner@cox.net (405) 769-4656
WANTED: Parts for a 1925 SUPER ZENITH 27. This is similar to the Super Zenith VII, except for the AC power supply,
meter. I need the AC power supply (Maybe there are 2 used?) and perhaps some small parts. THANKS!
Frank Karner (405) 769-4656 fkarner@cox.net

WANTED:

FOR SALE: ANTIQUE RADIO RESTORATION VIDEOS. Volumes 1, 2, 3 and 4 are currently available. Check my web page for
more details and special deals! Go to http://www.bretsoldradios.com/
FOR SALE: Magnet wire, 200C, all gauges 10-40 awg. Local (405) 745-9473. Toll Free- 866-745-9473. Mike LaPuzza
FOR SALE: Radio Chassis Holders. These maintenance stands hold a chassis while work on it. Small stand - $37.50, and Brackets $2.50 Plus Shipping. Large stand - $55.00 and brackets - $2.50 Plus Shipping. Contact Steve Strong at (405) 634-7547
or e-mail Scstrong1@cox.net.
FOR SALE: House wiring antenna networks, “Aircore” choke Baluns, Balun Isolation transformers and amateur 1KW

“Aircore” 1 to 1, 1 to 4 and 1 to 9 “pigtail” weatherproof Baluns. L.W. Rousseau (405)842-0125
FOR SALE/TRADE: Hammarlund HQ-140X Receiver. w/copy of manual (NO SPEAKER) $200.00 Cash or trade, Tom Richison
692-5534 or k5fri@arrl.net. (pick-up only)
SERVICE: FIELDING ELECTRONICS, INC. We restore old radios both electronically and refinishing. Radios must be complete
with knobs and dial glass/escutcheons. Fielding Electronics, Inc, PO Box 2601, Ardmore, OK 73402, Phone # 580-2229408
SERVICE: Old Radio Restoration and Servicing: Dale McLellan, rxradio@aol.com or 405-330-1802, Edmond, OK

OKVRC EDITOR: Broadcast News
PO BOX 50625
Midwest City
OK 73140-5625
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